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University of California, San Francisco tola and Singer, 1993; Malenka and Nicoll, 1993), two
aspects of the hypothesis remain relatively unexplored.San Francisco, California 94143-0984
First, it is uncertain whether the temporal properties of
postsynaptic Ca21 entry play a critical role in whether
LTP or LTD is induced. Homosynaptic LTD of CA1 syn-Summary
apses is normally induced by LFS applied for a pro-
longed duration (generally 5±15 min) (Dudek and Bear,It has been hypothesized that the direction of synaptic
1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992), suggesting that aweight change elicited by synaptic activity depends
prolonged period of postsynaptic Ca21 elevation may beon the magnitude of the activity-dependent rise in in-
important for eliciting LTD. Second, it is unclear whethertracellular Ca21 concentration. Several aspects of this
postsynaptic Ca21 influx alone is a sufficient trigger forhypothesis were examined at the Schaffer collateral
LTD, a question that also remains unresolved for theCA1 synapse, where both long-term depression (LTD)
induction of LTP (Malenka and Nicoll, 1993). While someand long-term potentiation (LTP) can be elicited and
experiments have suggested that an influx of Ca21 intoare Ca21 dependent. Brief tetanic stimulation, which
the postsynaptic cell may be a sufficient stimulus fornormally generated LTP, could induce LTD when Ca21
the induction of LTD (Pockett et al., 1990; Christofi etentry via NMDA receptors was limited either by moder-
al., 1993; Volgushev et al., 1994), other studies haveate concentrations of D-APV or by voltage clamping
suggested that additional factors, such as the activationcells at negative membrane potentials. Repetitive acti-
of metabotropic glutamate receptors, are requiredvation of voltage-dependent Ca21 channels in the ab-
(Stanton et al., 1991; Bashir et al., 1993; Bolshakov andsence of afferent stimulation could also elicit an LTD
Siegelbaum, 1994; Yang et al., 1994).that was Ca21 dependent and was occluded by prior
We have performed a series of experiments that ex-generation of homosynaptic LTD using prolonged low
amines these two issues. Consistent with the hypothesisfrequency stimulation. These results provide strong
that only a brief rise in [Ca21]i is required for elicitingevidence that the minimal requirements for inducing
homosynaptic LTD, we have found that brief stimuli thatLTD involve simply a transient influx of Ca21 into the
normally produce potentiation can elicit LTD if either N-postsynaptic cell, via either NMDA receptors or volt-
methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors are partiallyage-dependent Ca21 channels.
blocked by the application of submaximal doses of D-
2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (D-APV) or the post-Introduction
synaptic cell is prevented from depolarizing by voltage
clamping at a negative membrane potential. SupportingMultiple forms of activity-dependent plasticity occur at
the idea that postsynaptic Ca21 influx alone isa sufficientthe Schaffer collateral CA1 synapses of the hippocam-
trigger for LTD, we demonstrate that a series of depolar-pus, including long-term potentiation (LTP), short-term
izing pulses designed to activate voltage-dependentpotentiation (STP), and long-term depression (LTD) (Ma-
Ca21 channels in the absence of synaptic activation canlenka and Nicoll, 1993). The duration and the direction
result in a synaptic depression that appears to shareof changes in synaptic weight depend on the degree
underlying mechanisms with standard homosynapticand pattern of synaptic activation. LTP usually occurs
LTD elicited by LFS. These results provide strong evi-following ªstrongº synaptic activation that is achieved
dence that LTD may be produced simply by a transienteither by brief high frequency tetanic stimulation or by
influx of Ca21 into the postsynaptic cell, via either NMDAlow frequency stimulation (LFS) in combination with
receptors or voltage-dependent Ca21 channels.strong postsynaptic depolarization (Bliss and Colling-
ridge, 1993). In contrast, LTD is most reliably elicited
by ªweakerº prolonged LFS applied in the absence of Results
significant postsynaptic depolarization (Dudek and
Bear, 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992). Experimental Partial Blockade of NMDA Receptors Reverses
the Direction of Synaptic Plasticityevidence indicates that influx of Ca21 into the postsynaptic
cell and the resultant rise in intracellular Ca21 concentra- Elicited by a Brief Tetanus
To examine whether prolonged LFS was necessary fortion ([Ca21]i) are critical requirements for the induction
of both LTP and LTD (Lynch et al., 1983; Malenka et al., the induction of LTD, we tested whether a brief, LTP-
inducing tetanus could be converted to an LTD-inducing1992; Brocher at al., 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992).
A current leading hypothesis is that the magnitude of tetanus by limiting the amount of Ca21 influx during the
tetanus. Initially, we studied the effects of modest con-the rise in [Ca21]i itself determines whether the synapse
undergoes LTP or LTD, with large Ca21 influxes (which centrations of the NMDA receptor antagonist D-APV on
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Figure 1. Partial Blockade of NMDA Recep-
tors Reverses the Direction of Synaptic Plas-
ticity Elicited by a 20 Hz, 30 s Tetanus
(A) In the absence of D-APV, a 20 Hz, 30 s
tetanus (arrow) elicited LTP. In the same
slices, the stimulus strength was then de-
creased so that the fieldEPSP matched base-
line responses, and 15 mM D-APV was ap-
plied. The same tetanus now elicited LTD
(n 5 6). Upon washout of the D-APV (n 5 3),
the tetanus again elicited a potentiation.
(B) LTD elicited in the presence of 15 mM
D-APV is NMDA receptor dependent. In the
presence of 50±100 mM D-APV, the tetanus
caused no change in the field EPSP (n 5 7).
(C) LTD elicited in 15 mM D-APV is not due
solely to the prior induction of LTP. When
the second period of tetanic stimulation was
applied in the absence of D-APV, further po-
tentiation was elicited (n 5 3).
(D) Graph showing the effects of varying con-
centrations of D-APV. (20 mM D-APV, n 5 4;
5±10 mM D-APV,n 5 5). Potentiation achieved
in absence of D-APV is shown separately for
potentiation achieved when the tetanus was
given at the beginning of the experiment (1st;
all experiments pooled; n 5 25) or following
one previous tetanus (2nd, as in C).
the direction of synaptic plasticity elicited by a 20 Hz, p > 0.35; n 5 7; Figure 1B). Moreover, the second of
two consecutive 20 Hz tetani applied in the absence of30 s tetanus. Figure 1A shows that, under normal condi-
tions (no D-APV), the tetanus produced a small but stable D-APV elicited additional potentiation (to 110% 6 9%;
n 5 3; Figure 1C), indicating that the LTD elicited in 15potentiation (128% 6 5% of baseline field excitatory
postsynaptic potential [EPSP] slope; mean 6 SEM). In mM D-APV was dependent on the partial inhibition of
NMDA receptors and was not merely due to the priorthese same slices, the stimulation intensity was then
reduced to return the EPSPs to their original size, and induction of LTP by the first tetanus. Figure 1D shows
a summary of these experiments and demonstrates that15 mM D-APV was applied for 20 min. The same tetanic
stimulus was then reapplied and resulted in a small several different subsaturating concentrations of D-APV
were effective in changing the direction of plasticity elic-but significant depression (formally, a depotentiation)
(to 87% 6 5% of baseline field EPSP slope; p < 0.05; ited by the tetanus, although 15 mM D-APV appeared,
on average, to give the greatest degree of depression.n 5 6). In three of these experiments, D-APV was washed
out, and the tetanus was applied for a third time. With By controlling the degree of NMDA receptor activa-
tion, it was even possible to convert a standard briefzero D-APV, the tetanus again elicited LTP (to 120% 6
5%). Thus, byselectively controlling thedegree of NMDA LTP-inducing stimulus protocol into an LTD-inducing
one. In the absence of D-APV, a standard 1 s, 100 Hzreceptor activation, we were able to convert an LTP-
inducing tetanus into an LTD-inducing one. tetanus given four times at 20 s intervals resulted in
large LTP (184% 6 8%; Figure 2A). In the same slices,The LTD elicited in D-APV was, however, NMDArecep-
tor dependent. In the presence of higher concentrations the stimulus strength was then decreased to return the
EPSP to its original size, 25 mM D-APV was applied, andof D-APV (50±100 mM), the 20 Hz, 30 s tetanus caused
no significant change in synaptic strength (98% 6 2%; thesame tetanic stimulationwas given, this time eliciting
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Figure 2. Partial Blockade of NMDA Receptors Reverses the Direction of Synaptic Plasticity Elicited by 100 Hz Tetani
(A) In the absence of D-APV, four 100 Hz, 1 s tetani (arrow) elicited LTP. In the same slices (n 5 11), the stimulus strength was then decreased
so that the field EPSPs matched baseline responses, and 25 mM D-APV was applied. The same tetanic stimulation now elicited LTD.
(B) LTD elicited in the presence of 25 mM D-APV is NMDA receptor dependent. In the presence of 100 mM D-APV, the tetani caused no change
in the field EPSP (n 5 5).
(C) LTD elicited in 25 mM D-APV is not due to the prior induction of LTP. When the second period of tetani was given in the absence of D-APV,
further potentiation was elicited (n 5 3).
(D) Graph showing the effects of varying concentrations of D-APV on the direction of plasticity elicited by 100 Hz tetani. Magnitudes of
potentiation achieved in absence of D-APV are shown separately for experiments in which the tetanus was given at the beginning of the
experiment (1st; all experiments pooled; n 5 19) or following one previous tetanus (2nd, as in C).
(E) In 20 mM D-APV, a 2 s, 100 Hz tetanus elicited LTD in previously unpotentiated synapses. In most of these slices (12 of 14), the D-APV
was then washed out, and the tetanus was reapplied, resulting in LTP.
LTD (to 88% 6 3%; n 5 11; p < 0.002; Figure 2A). As in A Brief Tetanus Elicits LTD
in Voltage-Clamped Cellstheprevious experiments, the LTD elicited in this manner
was NMDA receptor dependent: in the presence of 100 The findings presented thus far suggest that the same
brief tetanus can elicit either LTP or LTD depending onmM D-APV, the four 100 Hz tetani caused no significant
change in synaptic strength (107% 6 5%; p > 0.25; n the degree of consequent Ca21 influx. However, the LTD
we obtained was variable and on average rather small.5 5; Figure 2B). Moreover, the depression cannot be
attributed solely to the prior induction of LTP but rather This may indicate that a brief tetanus is suboptimal for
producing LTD, although the variability in the magnituderequired thepartial blockade of NMDA receptors, since a
second bout of tetani in the absence of D-APV produced of the LTD suggests that the optimal D-APV concentra-
tion for eliciting maximal depression might differ fromfurther potentiation (127% 6 6%; n 5 4; Figure 2C).
Coupling tetanization with partial blockade of NMDA slice to slice and was therefore rarely achieved in any
single experiment. (Indeed, in pilot experiments in whichreceptors could also elicit depression in experimentally
naive slices, demonstrating that prior potentiation is not a single slice was tetanized in several different concen-
trations of D-APV, it was found that the optimal D-APVnecessary for this effect. In 20 mM D-APV, a 2 s, 100 Hz
stimulus elicited a modest LTD in naive slices (88% 6 concentration for eliciting LTD did vary from slice to
slice.) To examine further the hypothesis that brief3%; n 5 14; p < 0.002; Figure 2E). In these same slices,
the D-APV was then washed out and the tetanus was tetanic stimulation can produce either LTP or LTD
depending on the Ca21 influx that occurs during thereapplied, this time yielding LTP (134% 6 8%; n 5 12;
Figure 2E). stimulus, we took advantage of the strong voltage de-
pendence of NMDA receptors, reasoning that voltageWe were initially surprised by the high concentrations
of D-APV needed to convertLTP-inducing stimuli toLTD- clamping the cell at negative potentials during a tetanus
should reduce the Ca21 influx resulting from the synapticinducing ones. However, a recent report (Hanse and
Gustafsson, 1995) has demonstrated that high concen- stimulation. Initially, we attempted to elicit LTD by
applying a high frequency tetanus (30±100 Hz, 1 s) whiletrations of D-APV are insufficient to block NMDA recep-
tors completely, especially during strong tetanic stimu- voltage clamping the cell at a hyperpolarized potential.
While this procedure did sometimes result in LTD, LTPlation. In agreement with this finding, we found that
pharmacologically isolated NMDA receptor±mediated was more often elicited, presumably due to the inability
to adequately voltage clamp the dendrites during thispotentials were not completely blocked by 20 mM D-APV
and required a concentration of 50±100 mM D-APV for high frequency tetanus. We therefore repeated this ex-
periment using a lower frequency tetanus (10 Hz, 2 s).full blockade (data not shown).
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Figure 3. A Brief Tetanus Causes an NMDA Receptor±Dependent LTD in Voltage-Clamped Cells
(A1±A3) The effects of a 10 Hz, 2 s tetanus on a field EPSP (A2) and a simultaneously recorded cell (A3) voltage clamped at 250 mV during
the tetanus. The field EPSP exhibited STP while LTD was elicited in the cell. Sample records in A1 show the averages of ten sweeps taken
at the times indicated.
(B1±B3) A summary graph of all such experiments in which cells received this tetanus while clamped at 250 to 260 mV (n 5 18).
(C) The LTD evoked by tetanic stimulation of voltage-clamped cells is blocked by D-APV (100 mM) (n 5 8).
(D) Depolarization alone does not lead to LTD. Cells (n 5 4) were voltage clamped at 250 to 260 mV exactly as in (A), but tetanic stimulation
was not applied.
This produced a large and reliable LTD in cells voltage activated voltage-dependent Ca21 channels by applying
a series of depolarizing pulses in the presence of 100clamped between 250 and 260 mV (to 68% 6 4%;
n 5 18) while eliciting STP in the simultaneously re- mM D-APV. After establishing a 10 min stable baseline
in current-clamp mode, cells were held at 275 mV incorded field EPSP (which reflects the changes in synap-
tic strength in CA1 cells that were allowed to depolarize voltage clamp, and ten 3 s voltage pulses to 0 mV were
applied to the cell at a rate of one per 8 s (Figure 4A).freely in response to the tetanus). A single experiment
is shown in Figures 3A1±3A3, and a summary of results Depolarizing pulses applied in this manner elicited a
robust and reliable LTD that persisted for over 1 hr (Fig-from 18 cells is shown in Figures 3B1±3B3. LTD induced
in this manner was dependent on the activation of NMDA ures 4A2 and 4B1) (69% 6 4% of baseline, n 5 30).
Simultaneously recorded field EPSPs (Figure 4B2) werereceptors, as it was blocked by D-APV (100 mM; n 5 8;
Figure 3C) and required synaptic stimulation (Figure 3D). stable over the same time period, as were the input
resistances of the cells (Figure 4B3).This finding suggests that a prolonged period of post-
synaptic Ca21 elevation is not required to generate LTD Consistent with previous results (Kullmann et al.,
1992), it was also possible to elicit a short-lasting poten-in CA1 cells. Interestingly, in the voltage-clamped cells,
LTD often did not occur immediately, but rather devel- tiation using depolarizing pulses (Figure 4C). This re-
quired both a higher frequency of depolarizing pulsesoped slowly, reaching a final stable value at about 10±15
min following hyperpolarization-paired tetanization (see (one per 5 s) and a higher extracellular [Ca21] (5 mM).
Changing these two parameters presumably increasedFigure 3B2). This slow development might reflect the
true time course of this form of depression, or it might the magnitude of the Ca21 rise caused by the depolariz-
ing pulses and the degree of ªtemporal summationº ofreflect the decay of STP occurring at a fraction of the
activated synapses due to some heterogeneity in the the individual Ca21 transients. Indeed, imaging studies
have demonstrated that CA1 cells require several sec-magnitude of the Ca21 rise at different synapses.
onds to return to basal [Ca21] following a large Ca21
influx (e.g., Regehr and Tank, 1992).Depolarizing Voltage Pulses Evoke LTD
Having demonstrated that either LTD or LTP can be To test directly that Ca21 entry into the postsynaptic
cell was responsible for the induction of LTD by theelicited by brief periods of synaptic stimulation, we
turned to the question of whether postsynaptic Ca21 voltage pulses, we loaded cells with the Ca21 chelator
BAPTA. Inclusion of 10±20 mM BAPTA in the recordinginflux was in and of itself sufficient to induce LTD, or
whether other additional factors associated with synap- electrode prevented the induction of voltage pulse±
induced LTD (97% 6 3%; p > 0.4; n 5 9; Figure 5A).tic stimulation might be required. To increase postsyn-
aptic [Ca21]i in the absence of afferent stimulation, we Control cells in which no BAPTA was included in the
Ca21 Signaling and LTD
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Figure 4. Depolarizing Voltage Pulses Can Evoke LTD
(A1) Diagram of the voltage-pulse protocol used to elicit LTD. Test stimulation was halted, cells were voltage clamped at 275 mV, and ten
3 s pulses to 0 mV were applied with an interpulse interval of 8 s. Cells were then returned to current clamp and test stimulation was continued.
(A2) Example of the LTD elicited by voltage pulses in a single cell. Traces are averages of ten consecutive reponses from the indicated times.
(B1) Summary of the effects of applying the voltage-pulse protocol (n 5 30).
(B2) Simultaneous field EPSP recordings were made in most experiments (n 5 21) and were stable.
(B3) Input resistances of the voltage-pulsed cells (n 5 30) also remained stable over the course of the recordings.
(C) Applying voltage pulses in higher extracellular Ca21 (5 mM) and with a shorter interpulse interval (5 s) elicits STP (n 5 5) as previously
reported (Kullmann et al., 1992).
recording electrode were interleaved with the BAPTA LTD (final responses were 91% 6 8% of baseline). After
the saturation of LTD in one path was completed, aexperiments, and in these, normal LTDwas elicited (76%
6 9%; significantly depressed compared with BAPTA- whole-cell recording was obtained from the region of
the slice between the two stimulating electrodes, andfilled cells, p < 0.05; n 5 9; Figure 5A). L-type Ca21
channels seem to be largely responsible for the required the voltage-pulse protocol was performed. In the control
pathway, the voltage pulses elicited a clear and robustentry of Ca21, since the L-type Ca21 channel blocker
nifedipine (40 mM) largely prevented the induction of LTD (to 73% 6 4% of baseline at 15±20 min following
voltage pulses; n 5 13). In contrast, in the pathway involtage pulse±induced LTD (93% 6 8%; p > 0.3; n 5
6; Figure 5B). Again, interleaved control cells exhibited which LTD had been induced, thevoltage pulse±induced
depression of synaptic strength was greatly reducedrobust LTD (63% 6 4% of baseline, significantly de-
pressed compared with nifedipine cells, p < 0.005; n 5 (91% 6 5% of baseline, p > 0.1). There was a significant
difference between the magnitude of the depression6; Figure 5B). Consistent with the role of L-type Ca21
channels in voltage pulse±induced LTD was the obser- induced by the voltage pulses in the test and control
pathways (p < 0.002). The field responses of both path-vation that the 100±300 pA inward current normally ob-
served at the beginning of each voltage pulse was not ways were monitored during the whole-cell recordings
and remained stable in all experiments.observed in the presence of nifedipine. These findings
indicate that, like LTD elicited by LFS, voltage pulse±
induced LTD is critically dependent on influx of Ca21 Discussion
into the postsynaptic cell.
Virtually all forms of synaptic plasticity that are induced
postsynaptically are thought to require changes in post-Homosynaptic LTD Evoked by LFS Occludes
LTD Evoked by Voltage Pulses synaptic [Ca21]i (Artola and Singer, 1993; Malenka and
Nicoll, 1993; Christie et al., 1994; Teyler et al., 1994;To assess whether voltage pulse±induced LTD shares
mechanisms with standard LTD evoked by LFS, we per- Linden and Connor, 1995). One influential theory (Lis-
man, 1989) has proposed that the magnitude of theformed occlusion experiments. This was accomplished
by initially recording the field EPSPs in response to two rise in postsynaptic [Ca21]i determines whether synaptic
weights increase or decrease. Indeed, the results ofindependent pathways in a single slice and saturating
LTD in one pathway by applying multiple bouts (5±10 most experiments on the mechanisms of LTP and LTD
can be interpreted as being consistent with this hypoth-min) of LFS. The top left panel in Figure 6 shows a
summary of the effects of the final two bouts of LFS in esis (reviewed by Artola and Singer, 1993; Teyler et al.,
1994). However, the requirement for prolonged synaptic11 experiments (final response was 55% 6 2% of base-
line 20 min after the final bout of LFS). The control paths stimulation to elicit homosynaptic LTD in hippocampus
(Dudek and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992) hasin these slices, which did not receive LFS, did not exhibit
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Several previous reports are consistent with these
observations. Although they did not comment on it, Mali-
now and Miller (1986) illustrate that depression occurred
following the weak tetanization of hyperpolarized CA1
cells. Stanton and Sejnowski (1989) reported that a 5
Hz, 2 s stimulus (applied four times) could elicit either
LTD or LTP in CA1 cells depending on the level of post-
synaptic depolarization and proposed that the mem-
brane hyperpolarization following tetanization might un-
derlie ªassociativeº LTD, the existence of which has
been subsequently questioned (Stevens, 1990; Kerr and
Abraham, 1993; Paulsen et al., 1993). Similarly, in rat
visual cortex, tetanic stimulation has been reported to
elicit either LTP or LTD depending on the level of post-
synaptic depolarization (Artola et al., 1990). In contrast
with the present results, however, the LTDs in hippo-
campus or in visual cortex referred to above were both
reported tobe independent of NMDAreceptor activation
(Stanton et al., 1991; Artola et al., 1990). Tetanic stimula-
tion has also been reported to elicit a Ca21-dependent
LTP or LTD of the NMDA receptor±mediated EPSP in
dentate granule cells depending on the level of postsyn-
aptic depolarization during the tetanus (Xie et al., 1992).
Perhaps the most intriguing finding is that a single very
brief stimulus (<50 ms) can lead to either LTP or LTD,Figure 5. Voltage Pulse±Induced LTD Requires Entry of Ca21 into
depending on the timing of the stimulus relative to thethe Postsynaptic Cell
phase of a theta rhythm induced by application of carba-(A) Inclusion of BAPTA (10±20 mM) in the recording electrode pre-
vented the induction of LTD by voltage pulses (n 5 9). Interleaved chol (Huerta and Lisman, 1995).
control cells (n 5 9) displayed normal LTD. Although the ability to elicit LTD with brief tetanic
(B) The L-type Ca21 channel blocker nifedipine (40 mM) prevented stimulation suggests that a prolonged rise in [Ca21]i is
voltage pulse±induced LTD (n 5 6) while interleaved control cells not required for LTD, it was unclear whether a rise in
exhibited normal LTD (n 5 6). The data from the control cells in this
[Ca21]i alone is sufficient to trigger LTD. To test thisfigure are a subset of the cells that were included in the summary
possibility, we directly activated voltage-dependentgraph in Figure 4B1.
Ca21 channels repetitively with depolarizing voltage
pulses. This caused an LTD that was blocked by the
raised the possibility that temporal features of the Ca21 presence of BAPTA in the postsynaptic cell and by the
signal may be critically important for the induction of blockade of L-type Ca21 channels. Importantly, it is very
LTD. This is an intriguing possibility given that the induc- likely that this phenomenon represents true synaptic
tion of LTP apparently requires a rise in [Ca21]i lasting plasticity rather than Ca21-related toxicity to the cells
at most z2 s (Malenka et al., 1992). Whether Ca21 influx for the following reasons. First, cell input resistances
alone is sufficient to generate LTD or LTP also remains remained stable throughout the experiments (Figure 4B).
unresolved. Finally, it is still not clear whether synaptic Second, a ªstrongerº voltage-pulse protocol performed
weight changes triggered primarily by Ca21 entry via in higher bath Ca21 resulted in STP rather than in greater
NMDA receptors involve the same mechanisms that un- depression (Figure 4C). Third, voltage pulse±induced
derlie the synaptic plasticity elicited by activation of LTD was significantly occluded by LFS-induced LTD
voltage-dependent Ca21 channels (Teyler et al., 1994). (Figure 6).
Here, we have presented several experiments that It has previously been reported that antidromic stimu-
address each of these issues. We find that if the magni- lation (Pockettet al., 1990) or depolarizing currentpulses
tude of NMDA receptor±dependent Ca21 influx elicited alone (Christofi et al., 1993) or in combination with asyn-
by brief tetanic stimulation is limited by partiallyblocking chronous afferent stimulation (Debanne et al., 1994) can
NMDA receptors, LTD can be induced using stimulation elicit a depression in CA1 cells. However, in several of
protocols that previously elicited LTP at the same syn- these experiments (Pockett et al., 1990; Christofi et al.,
apses. Moreover, brief tetanic stimulation, which rou- 1993), the conditioning procedures were applied in solu-
tinely elicited STP in unclamped cells, induced NMDA tions that themselves profoundly reduced synaptic
receptor±dependent LTD in cells that were prevented transmission (e.g., CNQX, 25 mMMg21), and the depres-
from depolarizing by voltage clamping them at negative sion of synaptic responses was monitored during wash-
membrane potentials. These results suggest that the out of these solutions. While the results of these experi-
induction of LTD does not necessarily require a pro- ments are therefore suggestive, they are not completely
longed Ca21 signal (presumably generated by the pro- conclusive. In visual cortex neurons, repetitive intracel-
longed LFS normally used to elicit LTD), but that brief lular current pulses have been found to elicit either LTP
periods of synaptic activation, similar to those normally or LTD (Volgushev et al., 1994), although neither the
used to generate LTP, can under the appropriate condi- Ca21 dependence nor the variables controllingwhether a
potentiation or depression was elicited were elucidated.tions trigger LTD.
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Figure 6. LTD Evoked by LFS Occludes Voltage Pulse±Induced LTD
Summary of experiments (n 5 11) in which multiple bouts of LFS were applied to one pathway until LTD was saturated (top left panel shows
effects of final two bouts of LFS). LFS had no significant effect on synaptic responses in the control pathway (lower left panel). Insets show
averages of ten field responses during baseline and 30 min following the last bout of 1 Hz stimulation of a representative experiment. After
saturating LTD, 100 mM D-APV was washed onto the slice, and whole-cell recordings were obtained from the region of the slice between the
two stimulating electrodes. After obtaining a stable baseline, the voltage-pulse protocol was applied and elicited LTD in the control path but
no significant depression in the test pathway (n 5 13). (In some experiments more than one cell was recorded following depression of the
fields with LFS, accounting for the additional cells.) Insets show averages of ten whole-cell responses during baseline and 25 min following
voltage pulses; these responses were recorded in the same experiment for which the field responses are shown.
Nevertheless, these results are all consistent with the One of the most important findings of the present
work was that prior induction of homosynaptic LTD withpresent result and suggest that a rise in [Ca21]i alone is
sufficient to elicit LTD. This conclusion likely explains LFS largely occludes thegeneration of LTD by depolariz-
ing voltage pulses. This result strongly suggests thatthe finding that one form of heterosynaptic LTD in the
CA1 region of the hippocampus appears to involve acti- the voltage pulse±induced LTD shares important mech-
anisms with NMDA-dependent homosynaptic LTD. Het-vation of voltage-dependent Ca21 channels (Wickens
and Abraham, 1991). It should be noted, however, that erosynaptic LTD elicited by tetanic stimulation in either
CA1 cells or dentate granule cells also is occluded bya more recent study reported that LTD could not be
induced either by depolarizing current pulses or by prior generation of homosynaptic LTD (Christie et al.,
1995; Scanziani et al., 1996). Thus, independent of theraising [Ca21]i directly via photolysis of DM-nitrophen,
but also required the concomitant activation of metabo- source of Ca21 (NMDA receptors versus Ca21 channels)
or even the triggering event itself (Scanziani et al., 1996),tropic glutamate receptors with the agonist trans-ACPD
(Bolshakov and Siegelbaum, 1994). The reason for this there appear to be common mechanisms responsible
for LTD. This conclusion agrees with the proposal ofapparent discrepancy is uncertain. One possible expla-
nation is that in the previous experiments, the current Artola and Singer (1993) that the source of the Ca21
responsible for triggering synaptic weight changes is,pulses and DM-nitrophen photolysis did not raise post-
synaptic [Ca21]i to the range that is required to elicit LTD mechanistically, relatively unimportant. However, recent
results examining LTD in slices from neonatal animalsand that ACPD may have modulated [Ca21]i by regulation
of release of Ca21 from intracellular stores. (Bolshakov and Siegelbaum, 1994) and in dissociated
hippocampal cell culture (Goda and Stevens, 1996) sug-The finding that a rise in postsynaptic [Ca21]i is suffi-
cient to trigger LTD stands in interesting contrast with gest that some differences in LTD may exist in these
preparations.data regarding LTP, where it is uncertain whether post-
synaptic Ca21 influx alone is a sufficient trigger for the We have previously performed experimental manipu-
lations similar to those presented here (Malenka, 1991;phenomenon (reviewed by Malenka and Nicoll, 1993).
This raises the intriguing possibility that while the re- Kullmann et al., 1992) and found that STP was generated
when the Ca21 influx via the NMDA receptor was limitedquirements for induction of LTD are minimal, require-
ments for the induction of LTP may be more complex, during a stimulus that in normal conditions produced
LTP, or when strong voltage-pulse protocols were ap-perhaps also requiring some presynaptic factor (e.g.,
Kullmann et al., 1992). This possibility is attractive from plied in the presence of high extracellular Ca21. The
simplest hypothesis to explain both present and previ-the standpoint of the control of synaptic strength in that
it strictly enforces the Hebbian requirement of coactiva- ous results is to modify slightly the model of Lisman
(1989) and to propose that the quantitative level of thetion in the induction of LTP.
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pA current pulses. In most experiments, simultaneous field re-rise inpostsynaptic [Ca21]i determines both the direction
cordings were made (as described above) to monitor the stabilityof synaptic weight change (Lisman, 1989) and the dura-
of the recording conditions. Cells were excluded from data analysistion of such changes (Malenka, 1991). Interestingly, the
if the simultaneously measured field EPSP slope decreased to less
LTD induced by either the voltage-pulse protocol or by than 85% of its baseline value, or if the input resistance decreased
clamping the cell during a modest tetanic stimulation by more than 20% during the course of an experiment (typically,
however, input resistances were stable following the first few min-often developed slowly, reaching a maximal value after
utes of recording; see Figures 3B and 4B). Experiments in which D-10±15 min (see Figures 3B and 4B). While this may reflect
APV was used to change the direction of synaptic plasticity (Figuresthe intrinsic time course of development of LTD, we
1 and 2) were performed at 268C±298C.favor the possibility that this actually reflects a heteroge-
Signals were filtered at 1 kHz and sampled at 2.5±5 kHz. Data
neity in the rise in [Ca21]i at different synapses and the was collected and analyzed on-line using personal software (PC
decay of STP that was elicited at some fraction of the based) developed by D. Selig. As a measure of synaptic strength,
the initial slope of the field and whole-cell EPSPs were measuredsynapses contributing to the evoked EPSP.
from approximately 10%±50% of the rising phase using a least-We have provided strong evidence that the require-
squares regression.To generate summarygraphs, each consecutivements for inducing LTD of CA1 synapses are minimal
five EPSP slope values of an individual experiment were averagedand involve simply a brief influx of Ca21 into the postsyn-
together, and these points were averaged across experiments. Un-
aptic cell. ThatLTD can result from a purely postsynaptic less otherwise stated in the text, all averages are listed as mean
perturbation is in keeping with the theoretical prediction 6 SEM. Two types of statistical comparisons were made. To test
whether a manipulation had a significant effect on EPSPs, a pairedthat LTD can arise as the result of uncorrelated activa-
t test was used in which baseline responses were compared withtion of pre- and postsynaptic elements (Stent, 1973).
response magnitude (5 min window) at some time following theHowever, LTD can also occur as a result of modest
experimental manipulation (30±35 min postmanipulation for D-APVcoactivation of pre- and postsynaptic elements, even
experiments and 20±25 min for all other experiments unless other-
when that coactivation is very brief. Thus, synaptic wise stated). To compare different experimental manipulations (e.g.,
strength may be remarkably dynamic, increasing and effects of voltage pulses on BAPTA-filled versus interleaved control
cells), we used an unpaired t test with the same time windows asdecreasing in response to brief periods of activity. Addi-
described above.tional complexity is provided by the finding that factors
Drugs used were D-APV (RBI or Tocris Cookson), nifedipineinvolved in triggering synaptic plasticity (such as NMDA
(Sigma), and BAPTA (Sigma). Nifedipine was madeas a 20 mM stockreceptor currents) can themselves be modified by a vari-
in ethanol and added to the Ringer'ssolution to a final concentration
ety of stimuli (e.g., Bienenstock et al., 1982; Bashir et of 40 mM immediately before application to the slice. In three of the
al., 1991; Huang et al., 1992; Artola and Singer, 1993; interleaved control experiments, 0.2% ethanol was also added to
the Ringer's solution; voltage pulses elicited normal LTD in each ofSelig et al., 1995). This dynamic and elaborate regulation
these cells.of synaptic strength may provide, at least in part, the
basis for the enormous capacity of the mammalian brain
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